
Steam does have some parental controls which can be found on the
family tab. Use these when young people want to access the platform.

Avoid adding credit or debit cards on this site and use alternative
payment methods such as gift cards which stream does offer.

 Use steam guard. This is an optional layer. It is a security measure to
protect accounts. It is essentially a two stage verification. 

 Use share library which allows family access to each other's games while
keeping accounts separate. This is a great way to ensure families don't
buy games more than once, however if two people want to play the
same game at the same time this won't be possible.

Teach children to be aware of " mod" - being added to games which
could possibly have a negative impact their gaming experience.
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MORE INFO & TOPMORE INFO & TOP
TIPS...TIPS...

 WHAT WE SAY... WHAT WE SAY...  
There is over 30,000 games, some of which are not suitable for children. While
there will be age verification, it can be easy to submit a fake date of birth. 
Spending money; perhaps an attractive sale will encourage people to buy things
which they don't need or can't afford. 
Communication with strangers; Steam isn't designed as a social media however the
platform does allow communication and connection with friends - as well as  
 comments that can be added to profiles. 
Scammers; Steam is popular and sadly due to this there may be people looking to
scam or take advantage of other users.
There is not always clear age ratings so can be hard to determine appropriate
games.

      Treat with caution. 

Steam is a platform whichSteam is a platform which
acts as a digital gamingacts as a digital gaming

distribution and storefront.distribution and storefront.
It is one of the biggestIt is one of the biggest

platforms of its kind and itplatforms of its kind and it
is extremely popular. Itis extremely popular. It

also connects gamersalso connects gamers
allowing them to tradeallowing them to trade  

for real money.for real money.
  

 
 

Take time to check it out for yourself and always promote yourself as a
source of support and someone to talk to if your child has any concerns.

Advice for keeping children & young people safeAdvice for keeping children & young people safe
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As with any 'app', communication
platform or online game....
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